Narrative Statement
Brian and Elena Gill
2760 Lake Dr. SE
East Grand Rapids, MI 49506
This Narrative Statement forms part of our Request for Zoning Ordinance Variance filed on February 8,
2018.
Supporting attachments also include a 2017 survey, which gives the legal description for our property,
and an updated drawing that specifies setbacks and other key distances and indicates proposed sites for
our pool and out building. Roosien & Associates provided both of these documents.
(a) What we wish to do with the property
We have signed an agreement with Fox Pools (the “Contractor”) for installation of a 20’ x 40’ in-ground
pool this May. Both for practicality and aesthetics, it will be beneficial to house the equipment within an
enclosure (a “detached building accessory to a swimming pool”).
In this regard, we are working with the Contractor’s architect on an integrated design that is not simply
functional but creates a peaceful environment in harmony with the existing neighborhood. The
prototype blueprint calls for a building of 240 square feet (24’ x 10’), with a height of 16’. Ideally, the
pool equipment/out building will be located in a manner that enhances privacy on our busy street.
Our landscaper is ready to finalize a design around the out building once the placement is confirmed.
(b) Why we need the variance
Chapter 50, Section 5.70, Paragraph A.8 of the City Code reads as follows:
“Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, accessory buildings shall be erected only in the rear
yard.
a. [inapplicable]
b. A detached building accessory to a swimming pool that is constructed in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 82 of the city code may be located in a side yard if it is adjoining the pool
and is located at least 60 feet from any street right-of-way line.” (emphasis added)
As shown in the attached survey, our house is pushed back on an irregular, roughly triangular parcel that
narrows to the east, which is the area where the pool and adjacent structure need to be placed. This
configuration, coupled with applicable provisions of the City Code, creates two practical challenges:
(1) Strict enforcement of the 60-foot setback would push the out building to the very back of our
property, in turn creating engineering complications – if it is possible to build there. Specifically:

a. this is the area supported by retaining walls on the east and south sides (consequently,
the fence runs short of the back and side property lines, further limiting the workable
space); and
b. distances for utilities connections (to the house for the natural gas required for the
heater, and to Lake Drive for water drainage) would be multiplied.
(2) Due to the relatively deep setback of our house (nearly 40’ from the front lot line), much of the
area to the east is officially defined as our “front” yard.
In the absence of a variance, the out building would have a northerly orientation (again, if construction
is possible), and leave sight lines into our pool from Lake Drive – one of the most heavily trafficked
streets in East Grand Rapids. In 3D terms, our yard gently slopes down to the east, and then beyond our
property, the terrain rises toward the Canepa tennis courts. Currently, pedestrians, bicyclists, and
drivers on this stretch of Lake Drive easily see over our 6’ fence. We hope to place the out building in a
location that permits a southern exposure and enhances privacy.
(c) The specific decision we seek
Based on the particular characteristics of our property, we request the Board of Zoning Appeals to grant
a variance from Chapter 50, Section 5.70, Paragraph A.8 of the City Code, thereby permitting the out
building to be placed in our front yard, with a 30’ setback (but still comfortably behind an existing
fence).
(d) The reason our project cannot be accomplished within the requirements of the zoning ordinance
Our primary factual bases for seeking the variance are given in part (b) of this Narrative Statement. To
summarize:
• Our property is neither square nor rectangular, which appear to be the most logical shapes for
strict enforcement of the City Code.
• As a result of our irregularly shaped lot and orientation of the house on the property, the 60foot setback requirement and definition of the “front” yard leave us without space to construct
a suitable pool house. For lack of a variance, the out building either could not be constructed at
all, or would need to be placed in a location that is sub-optimal from an engineering perspective
and diminishes usability.
• Locating the out building behind the 60-foot setback or otherwise fully within our side yard
would position the structure closer to our neighbors on the east and south.
• Residency on a busy through street creates exceptional needs to secure privacy for our pool
area.
• We believe that a variance would be consistent with leniency granted to other East Grand
Rapids property owners having similar circumstances.
• We note that issuance of a variance still will result in location of the pool house inside a
conforming 6’ fence.
We thank the Board of Zoning Appeals for due consideration of this application.

